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Hustlers Mine Accident 1914 

Photo of Hustlers Hill Mine in 1890             

 

Summary of 
details of 

a Terrible Mining 
Accident 

The most appalling 
mining accident in the history 
of the Bendigo gold-field 
occurred at the Great 
Extended Hustler's Mine on Saturday, May 2nd 1914 when seven men being killed 
by an explosion.  

The victims were Walter C Blair, Leslie D Martin, Herbert J Thomas, Frederick 
J Chinn, John Campbell, George Forster and William Ryan. 

As there no survivors of the disaster were there was no evidence as to the 
cause of the explosion. When it became known about 10 pm that an accident had 
occurred, immediate steps were taken to bring the men from the lower levels to 
the surface. These men were found to be suffering from the fumes caused by the 
explosion, but recovered after being brought to the surface. 

It was not till between 2 and 3 o'clock on Sunday morning that the 1053 ft 
crosscut could be entered. The bodies of Thomas, Blair, Ryan and Forster were 
round a short distance west of the plat almost huddled in a heap. The bodies of 
Campbell, Martin and Chinn were found in the north level. All the bodies showed 
the terrible effects of the explosion, being frightfully mutilated. The evidence at 
the inquiry pointed to the fact that the explosion occurred at the supply box 
which was situated at the dead end of the level. 

A verdict was arrived at as follows:— 
"That the seven deceased men met their deaths in the Great Extended Hustler's 
Mine by an explosion of dynamite, caused through unforeseen and unknown 
circumstances, no blame being attachable to anybody." 
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A tribute was paid at the inquest to the heroism of E Reed, the underground 
manager, who at great risk had descended the mine and explored its workings 
single handed. The jury added a rider to its verdict expressing its appreciation of 
Mr Reed's bravery.  

A substantial fund was raised for the relatives of the deceased miners.  

 

** 

Appalling Mine Accident 
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EXPLOSION AT GREAT EXTENDED HUSTLER'S. 

SEVEN MEN KILLED. 

DEATHS INSTANTANEOUS. 

CAUSE OF EXPLOSION UNKNOWN. 

MEN TERRIBLY MUTILATED. 

FUMES AFFECT OTHER MINERS. 

GHASTLY SCENE AT MORGUE. 

The most appalling accident in the history of Bendigo mining occurred at the 

Great Extended Hustler's mine at about 10 o'clock on Saturday night, when an 

explosion destroyed the lives of seven men - the whole staff working at the 1053 ft 

level.  

The deaths were mercifully instantaneous.  

The cause of the accident will be an unsolved mystery, and it will be buried 

with the men in their graves - that is, if even they knew, which is by no means a 

certain probability.  

Many are the conjectures, for many are the probabilities; but expert mining 

men who viewed the scene of the accident yesterday, and took into account the 

whole surroundings, including the positions where the bodies were found, asserted 

that the cause will never definitely be known. Moreover, some of the theories, if 

followed to their logical conclusion, would fix the blame on any or all of the 

deceased.  

Remembering that they have all forfeited their lives, remembering that 

dependent widows and children, and dependent fathers and mothers, are mourning 

irreparable loss, and suffering poignant grief, charity and mercy forbid anyone 

saying anything or doing anything likely to cast a cloud over the memories of the 

unfortunate miners.  
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There is a doubt, and men who risked their lives in the bowels of the earth, 

and who surrendered their lives whilst earning their daily bread in one of the most 

dangerous occupations of mankind, are more entitled to the benefit of a doubt than 

the most wretched criminal in the dock, who claims that priceless concession from 

British justice.  

Fortunately, the opinion of Mr J E M'Coll, mining inspector, goes far to lift 

the immediate blame from any and all of the men. He thinks they must have been 

well away from the dead end of the 1053ft crosscut, in which the explosion 

occurred, and that the cause or causes may have been developing for some time 

before the miners came within the danger zone.  

** 

LIST OF THE DEAD. 
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The names of the killed are:-  

•   BLAIR, William Crowther, 

aged 40 years, married; three children. 

 

•   CAMPBELL, John Henry, 

aged 31 years, married; two children. 

 

•   CHINN, Frederick James, 

aged 26 years, single. 

 

•   FORSTER, Matthew George, 

aged 28 years, married; two children. 

 

•   MARTIN, Leslie Duncan, 

aged 23 years, single. 

 

•   RYAN, William, 

aged 26 years, just married; no children. 

 

•   THOMAS, Herbert John, 

aged 30 years, married; two children. 

Where the Men Worked. 
The men went to work at 3 o'clock, and nothing unusual is to be told in the story of 

the disastrous afternoon shift until the time of the dreadful explosion.  

Their places of labor and conditions of labor had nothing whatsoever to do 

with the terrible event. The working places were hundreds of feet north of the 
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crosscut, and Mr M'Coll tersely and aptly summed up that phase of the situation by 

saying "the working places were normal, in good order, and no fault could be 

found; in brief, they had nothing to do with the accident."  

But to make the story complete, it is as well, perhaps, to outline the working 

places, and how the men were grouped. There were four machine men - Blair, 

Chinn, Campbell, and Thomas; and three shovellers and truckers - Forster, Ryan, 

and Martin. Forster also acted as platman. They had all been employed in the mine 

for some time, and were all regarded as sufficiently experienced and quite 

competent to discharge the particular duties entrusted them.  

At about 700ft north of the main crosscut an incline rise has been put up 

133ft. From the top of that rise Blair and Chinn were driving a level, and Thomas 

and Campbell were extending a crosscut east from the bottom of the rise - the other 

men shovelling and trucking according to the requirements.  

By 10 o'clock over 20 holes had been bored in the face of the level, and 12 

holes in the crosscut. The shift would have been successfully completed with the 

firing of the holes in the crosscut. The men who would have come on shift at 12 

o'clock on Sunday night would have done the remainder of the firing in the 

crosscut and the level.  

The machine used for drilling in the crosscut had been taken down and put 

away at safe distance, and the sollars or boards had been laid in readiness for the 

firing. It was when they set about the preparations for the firing that disaster and 

death overtook them.  

Preparations for Firing. 
Bringing the mind of the reader back to the shaft, it has to be explained that the 

plat, or opening into which the trucks, timber, appliances, and other essentials in 

mining operations are swung out of the cage to be directed to the various parts of 

the mine at that depth, was excavated on the south side of the shaft at 1053ft.  

From that plat a crosscut was driven west a considerable distance, and east to 

152ft. At 98ft east a level was driven north, and it was along that level that the men 

proceed to and from the working faces.  

The east crosscut continued to 54ft beyond the point where the level 

branched off, and the crosscut terminated in what is termed a "dead end." That 54ft 

was used as what may also be described as "the daily magazine." In other words, 

no more gelignite, fuse, and detonators than were required for one day's use, as far 

as human judgement could anticipate, were kept in that place.  

The dead end had been partially filled with mullock, which is a general 

practice in the mines, and had, of course, no bearing on the accident. The 
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explosives were kept in a square box, about 2ft 6in each way, and Mr S Manley, 

the general manager, says there would be but six or seven packets in the box, in 

which also were the detonators and fuses.  

An ordinary case of gelignite contains 10 packets. It was the explosion of 

those six or seven packets of gelignite that robbed seven men of life, and to have 

seen their horribly mutilated bodies anyone would have been forgiven for saying 

that they must have been standing in front of a well-filled magazine of explosives. 

The most circumstantial of the stories that flew about the city yesterday was that 

the magazine in the mine had exploded.  

What Were They Doing? 
Having left the drilled holes in the places mentioned at 700ft north, the men would 

return to the dead end crosscut for the charges of gelignite with which to fire the 

holes. But before going back to the holes with the gelignite, some of them - usually 

the machine men - would make "primers," that is, fitting the fuse in the caps. Had 

any of the men been close to the gelignite a few minutes, or even a few seconds, 

before the catastrophe? is the question that will never be answered. If it could be 

said they had been, then a chain of suppositions incidents could be linked together 

to form probable theories.  

One thing is certain, they must have been well sway from the explosives 

when the blast took place. Otherwise the bodies would have been blown to atoms; 

otherwise the bodies would not have been found so far from the dead end of the 

crosscut.  

Some Popular Theories. 
Of the theories that were advanced by miners and others in the crowds at the shaft's 

mouth yesterday, four had solid support:-  

(1) That when making the primers, an ash from a cigarette or pipe fell 

into a detonator. 

(2) That a detonator may have exploded whilst being pressed by a 

pliers or a drill. 

(3) That a packet of gelignite may have been thrown down carelessly, 

and with force. 

(4) That a stone may have dropped from the top of the crosscut 

amongst the detonators. 

Those who advanced these theories may have withdrawn them had they 

known where the bodies were found, and how they were mutilated. It is certain that 

no cigarette or pipe could have been smoked the moment before the accident, and 

that no human being gave concussion to a detonator or have thrown down a packet 

of gelignite to have caused the explosion. A stone may have fallen from the 

crosscut, and that is the only theory of the four entitled to respect.  
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Gelignite has been known to smoulder for some time and then explode. To 

start the smouldering, fire would be needed. Had some of the men been in the dead 

end, stuck a lighted candle on the wall, and then walked away towards the shaft 

with the two trucks found in the crosscut about midway between the level and the 

plat, or had gone to the shaft for some other purpose? If so, the candle may have 

fallen into the explosives, or on to paper that burnt up to the explosives.  

A fire could scarcely have smouldered from the early part of the afternoon, or 

it surely would have been noticed by the truckers. If the candle and fire theory is to 

be brushed aside, then some credence must be given to the falling stone theory.  

Else the gelignite must have played a freakish trick in combustion, and that 

necessarily infers inferior quality, or faulty manufacture, which no one has 

asserted; or that the box must have fallen. But these conjectures raise conjectures, 

and they are so capable of being strung on, almost without termination, that the 

average miner, mining manager, and anyone who knows anything of explosives 

and mining practices, is inclined to stop after submitting three or four without 

arriving at a definite solution.  

To those unacquainted with mining, the above plan will help them the readier 

to follow the story of the disaster as described in these columns. The star shows the 

place where the explosives were stored in the "dead end" of the main crosscut. The 

crosses indicate the positions in which the bodies were found. The figures opposite 

the names denote the distances in feet at which the bodies were found. The actual 

working faces were far more removed from the scene of the explosion.  

Hustlers Reserve Memorial to miners. 
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Plaque on Rock 
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** 

THE VICTIMS. 
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** 

Leslie Duncan Martin 

LESLIE DUNCAN MARTIN. Buried at the Eaglehawk Cemetery.  

Through the death of Leslie Duncan Martin, the family of Mr M Martin, of 

Dowding Street, California Gully, has sustained the second sudden bereavement 

within 18 months. Only about 16 months ago the family was distressed by a 

burning fatality, which resulted in the death of one of its members - Mr Norman 

Martin - whilst the painful memories of a fatal mining accident which occurred at 

the Clarence United mine about 10 years ago, and in which Mr L Martin was 

killed, was revived by Saturday's terrible calamity.  

Mr Leslie Duncan Martin, who met his death 

on Saturday, was a single man, and only 23 years of 

age. He had been mining for about four years, two 

of which he had been employed at the Great 

Extended Hustler's mine. He was a member of the 

California Gully Mechanics' Institute, and an active 

member of the Golden City Brass Band, in which 

he was held in the highest esteem by his fellow 

bandsmen. The usual Sunday morning practice was 

adjourned yesterday out of respect to his memory. 

He leaves a sorrowing mother and father, two 

sisters, and one brother to mourn the loss of a 

loving and much respected son. The sisters are Mrs 

O Skewes, of Kerang, and Miss Floss Martin, who 

resides at home.  

Arrangements have been made for the funeral 

of Mr Leslie Duncan Martin of California Gully, to 

the Eaglehawk cemetery.  
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** 

Matthew George Forster 

MATTHEW GEORGE FORSTER. Buried at the 

Bendigo cemetery.  

A widow and two little children were deprived of their 

breadwinner by the death of Matthew George Forster, a 

resident of Reginald Street, Quarry Hill, and son of Mr Charles 

Forster.  

The news of the catastrophe had a heartbreaking effect on 

the young widow, but the two little bright-faced children were 

too young to understand the cause of their mother's grief, and 

asked the visitor, "Have you seen my daddy? When is he 

coming home?" The little ones were unable to realise the 

irreparable loss they had sustained on 2nd May, 1914 - a day 

which will be a memorable one in the history of Bendigo mining.  

Forster was 28 years of age, and a native of Bendigo. He was a well known 

football enthusiast, being a supporter of the Quarry Hill Club, also an umpire etc. 

For about eight years he had followed the occupation of a miner, but had only been 

employed at the Great Extended Hustler's mine for four months. He was a brother 

of Messrs John Thomas, Charles William, Henry John, and Frederick Norman 

Forster, also Mrs J Ross, of South Africa, and Mrs L O'Rourke, of this city. 

 

 

** 

Herbert John Thomas 

HERBERT JOHN THOMAS. Buried at the White Hills 

cemetery. 

A sad coincidence in connection with the death of Herbert 

John Thomas, 30 years of age, is the fact that his father, the 

late Mr John Thomas (when aged 38), was killed by an 

explosion in the same mine about 16 years ago. The victim of 

Saturday's fatality was a married man with two children, and 

resided in Bannister Street. Prior to taking up mining as an 

occupation he was employed as a conductor on the Electric 

Supply Company's trams.  

The sad news of the fatality was not conveyed to Mrs 

Thomas until 8.30 o'clock on Sunday morning, when a 

messenger was despatched to the mine by her in order to ascertain the cause of her 
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husband's detention. It was some time before she could realise that her husband 

had been killed, and when she became seized of what had actually occurred, she 

was completely overcome by grief. In addition to the widow and children, 

deceased leaves a mother, one brother (Mr P Thomas), and two sisters. 

 

** 

John Henry Campbell 

JOHN HENRY CAMPBELL. Buried 

in the Bendigo Cemetery. 

Mr John Henry Campbell, who was 31 years 

of age, and a native of Bendigo, was a 

resident of Hopetoun Street. He had been a 

miner for some time, having been employed 

at the Great Extended Hustler's mine for 

about 18 months. He leaves a widow and two 

children in addition to two brothers and two 

sisters. The brothers are Messrs Ronald and 

James Campbell. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

** 

William Crowther Blair 

WILLIAM CROWTHER BLAIR. - Buried at the Eaglehawk cemetery. 

There is no headstone on his grave. 

It was not until after 10 o'clock on Sunday morning that Mrs Blair was apprised of 

the death of her husband, Mr William Crowther Blair, which had occurred the 
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night before. She had prepared her husband's supper, and sat up all night waiting 

for her husband to return.  

At about 8 o'clock in the 

morning Mr Henry Blair, a brother of 

deceased, and who resides in Moran 

Street, received word of the disaster 

from a friend, and on learning that his 

brother was amongst the victims, 

proceeded to the latter's home in 

Rowan Street.  

Mrs Blair was quite unaware of 

the terrible bereavement, which she 

had sustained, and it therefore 

became Mr Blair's painful duty to 

break the awful news to her. This 

overwhelmed her, and all day 

yesterday she was prostrated with 

grief.  

The late Mr W C Blair, who was 40 years of age, was a native of Ballarat, 

and was the son of the late ex-Cr Blair, of Eaglehawk. He had resided in the 

Bendigo district for about 39 years, having come here from Ballarat when about 

seven months' old.  

He had been mining for 18 years, and had worked at the Fortuna Hustler's 

mine for about four years. He was a well known member of the Bendigo Fire 

Brigade, and a brother of Mr H Blair, who is employed at Messrs Tomlins, Simmie 

and Co's flour mills. In addition to a widow he leaves three children, the eldest of 

whom is 14 years of age, and the youngest seven months. He will be accorded a 

fireman's funeral, which will take place to the Eaglehawk Cemetery this afternoon 

at 3.30 o'clock.  
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** 

Frederick James Chinn 

FREDERICK JAMES CHINN. 

Buried at the Kangaroo Flat cemetery. 

Mr Frederick James Chinn was one of the 

two unmarried victims. He was 26 years of 

age, and a native of Bendigo, being the son 

of Mr John Chinn, of Bullock Creek Road.  

For about 18 months he had worked 

at the Great Extended Hustler's mine, 

whilst he had been a miner for eight or 

nine years. The news of the fatality did not 

reach the unfortunate young man's parents 

until 9 o'clock on Sunday morning. 

Deceased leaves four brothers and three 

sisters. 

 

Frederick is buried in a family grave (with 

headstone) at Kangaroo Flat Cemetery. 

Link to his grave report here. 

 

 

** 

William Ryan 

WILLIAM RYAN. Buried at the Axedale cemetery. Link to Axedale notes. 

Of the bereaved young widows there is none upon whom the shock had a more 

distressing effect than Mrs William Ryan, 26 years of age, and a former resident of 

36 M'Laren Street.  

For four years Mr and Mrs Ryan had shared a happy married life, both 

husband and wife being greatly attached to one another. "I can hardly realise what 

has happened," murmured the young woman between her sobs yesterday, "and I'll 

have to go back to Adelaide, the place of my birth. I haven't got a photo of my dear 

husband," she continued.  

He only had one taken, and that was when he was only 17 years of age, and 

although I don't know where there is a copy of that, I'll get one before I go - I'll get 

one."  

The deceased young man had been mining at the Great Extended Hustler's for 

the past year, and had also worked there on former occasions. His father died only 
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about 12 weeks ago. He was the son of the late Mr John Ryan, of M'Laren Street. 

Two brothers reside at Broken Hill, whilst there are two sisters.  

** 

PREVIOUS FATALITIES in Bendigo Mines. 
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The most serious explosion in a mine in past years appears to have been that 

which occurred in the Fortuna Hustler's mine on 4th March, 1883, when three 

miners, Oliver Glanville, James O'Brien and Albert Howard, lost their lives.  

At the explosion in the Lazarus mine on 10th January, 1890, one miner, 

James Moylan was killed, and three miners were injured, namely J Fredrick, C 

Kelly and Tippett.  

The lives of J Fredrick and C Kelly were despaired of, and the former died on 

the 6th February. Kelly and Tippett recovered.  

By a strange coincidence, Frederick's son, Henry D Frederick, was killed by 

an explosion in the New Chum Railway on 23rd September, 1898, along with 

another miner, D Stanley.  

An explosion of dynamite occurred at the New Chum Consolidated 

Company's engine house on Friday, 21st January, 1881, when seven men sustained 

serious injuries. The names of the victims were T Sheppard (mining manager), C 

Porter (engine driver), and G Dobridge, Peter Summers, J Whitford, Richard 

Hoskins and Jacob Grigg. There were no fatalities. The accident was caused by the 

explosion of two packets of dynamite, which were placed in the boiler house.  

The greatest disaster in explosions in Bendigo was that which occurred at 

Arblaster's Powder Factory, at Job's Gully, Eaglehawk, on 27th February, 1887. 

The catastrophe resulted in the loss of eight lives and the total destruction of the 

factory. The names of those who lost their lives on that occasion were A Cooper, 

aged 13 years; F Koeneman; S Arblaster, 16 years; F Parker, 15 years; A Sylvester, 

14 years; R Straub, 14 years; F Westphalen, 22 years; and G Wild, 15 years.  

The disaster at the Great Extended Hustler's mine is the largest for loss of life 

(in a mine) that has taken place in a mine on the Bendigo gold-field.  
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Hustlers Reef 

 
 

The Mine 
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Shaft photo after the accident 

 
 

Hustlers Reserve with Widows memorial plaque. 
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The plaque. 

 
 

 

** 

The Great Extended Hustler's mine got its name from an early reefer called Tom 

HUSTLER. 

He died in January 1863 aged 49 and is buried in the Bendigo Cemetery. Details 

are shown in his Obituary notes. 
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